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A ONE-LOOP EXACT QUANTIZATION OF CHERN-SIMONS THEORY

Owen Gwilliam & Brian Williams

Abstract

We examine Chern-Simons theory as a deformation of a 3-dimensional BF theory that is

partially holomorphic and partially topological. In particular, we introduce a novel gauge that

leads naturally to a one-loop exact quantization of this BF theory and Chern-Simons theory.

This approach illuminates several important features of Chern-Simons theory, notably the bulk-

boundary correspondence of Chern-Simons theory with chiral WZW theory. In addition to

rigorously constructing the theory, we also explain how it applies to a large class of closely related

3-dimensional theories and some of the consequences for factorization algebras of observables.
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Perturbative Chern-Simons theory admits an exact, one-loop quantization, and hence the per-

turbation theory is dramatically simpler than previously realized. We emphasize that our gauge-

fixing respects the three-dimensionality, and it is in the spirit of Axelrod-Singer and Kontse-

vich, although it lies just outside their framework. (Our gauge-fixing is quite different than

the axial/lightcone/temporal gauge, which forces the gauge potential to vanish in one direction,

cf. [FK89, MS10].) This key result of our paper is a special case of a construction that applies

to a large class of theories (and not just in three dimensions), namely those that are a mixture of

topological and holomorphic field theories. We treat the general situation in a companion paper

[GW] but here we will explore the important special case of Chern-Simons theory (and closely

related three-dimensional theories).
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The idea, which we expand upon below, is that Chern-Simons theory arises as a deformation of

the theory that lives on product manifolds Σ ×M where Σ is a Riemann surface (and hence has

a complex structure) and M is a smooth 1-manifold. Its equations of motion pick out connections

that are flat along M and holomorphic along Σ (hence mixed topological-holomorphic). This

theory admits a twist, in the sense of adding a term to the BRST differential, that is usual Chern-

Simons theory. This description also suggests a novel approach to quantizing perturbatively, by

constructing the natural propagator for the mixed theory and then extending to the deformation.

Although this approach may sound obtuse, as it detours through another 3-dimensional theory,

we feel it clarifies some features of Chern-Simons theory. For instance, this construction relates it to

theories that manifestly depend on the complex structure of a Riemann surface. This approach is

perhaps most illuminating when considering Chern-Simons theory on a 3-manifold with boundary.

There is a natural boundary condition that depends sensitively on the complex structure of the

boundary; from this perspective it is natural to consider our choice of a propagator, which is defined

using the same data. In this paper we examine in detail the case C× R≥0.

The main result of this paper is a construction of a one-loop exact, and finite, quantization

of the mixed topological-holomorphic theory on product 3-manifolds of the form Σ ×M , which

culminates in Theorem 5.1. Here, finite refers to the absence of divergences in the Feynman

graph expansion. As a corollary, we recover a one-loop exact quantization of Chern-Simons theory.

More generally, we characterize a large class of deformations of the mixed theory that also have

such one-loop exact quantizations; we dub these “chiral deformations.” Our result also applies to

Chern-Simons-type theories where g is an L∞ algebra with nondegenerate, invariant pairing; this

extension encompasses various topological twists of the 3d N = 4 supersymmetric gauge theories.

With minor modifications to deal with L∞ spaces, our results should apply to Rozansky-Witten

theory and its cousins (cf. [CLL17]).

A remarkable feature of this mixed theory is that its quantization is, in fact, a copy of Chern-

Simons theory: the one-loop quantum correction to the action is precisely the deformation of the

theory to Chern-Simons theory. We see this property as giving insight into the special quantization

of Chern-Simons theory at the critical level [Wit91, ADPW91].

In Section 6 we consider the mixed theory on 3-manifolds with boundary of the form Σ × R≥0,

with a natural “chiral” boundary condition. We show that these mixed theories admit a one-

loop exact quantization under this boundary condition. A striking feature is level-shifting: the

quantization with the boundary condition automatically shifts the level of the classical theory.

Moreover, we explain why our computations should be the key analytical step in phrasing the

WZW/CS correspondence using factorization algebras in the style of [CG17, CG]. The level-

shifting phenomenon explains how the level used for the chiral WZW theory is related to the level

of the bulk Chern-Simons theory.

Our approach also clarifies aspects of the algebras of operators for Chern-Simons theory. As might

be expected due to the manifest appearance of a complex structure, one obtains a nice approach
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to canonical quantization of Chern-Simons theory on a Riemann surface, using the formalism of

factorization algebras [CG17, CG]. We plan to treat these results in future work.

0.1. Comparison with other work. There is an enormous literature on Chern-Simons theory

and we make no attempt to survey it here. Our work falls into the perturbative tradition of

Axelrod-Singer [AS92, AS94] and Kontsevich [Kon94], and it exploits Costello’s renormalization

machinery [Cos11], which generalized those methods to apply to a broad class of fields theories that

arise by adding interaction terms to a free BV theory associated to an elliptic complex. The idea

of understanding gauge theories as deformations of BF theories is well-established [CCRF+98],

and one can see its application to Chern-Simons theory in recent work [CMR18, CMW17] that

is manifestly closely related to the results of this paper. From the perspective of that recent work,

our key innovation is the holomorphic gauge-fixing, which substantially simplifies the combinatorial

complexity of the Feynman diagrams and makes manifest the connection with chiral WZW theories.

It would be interesting to apply our results from the perspective of [MSW], who offer a different

approach to the CS/WZW correspondence.

0.2. Acknowledgements. Kevin Costello off-handedly suggested the holomorphic gauge-fixing

as a useful approach in the context of Chern–Simons theory, and we are quite grateful for that

comment. Our Feynman diagrammatic analysis is largely inspired by Si Li’s work on the renormal-

ization for chiral conformal field theories [Li12, Li]. We thank Eugene Rabinovich for extensive

discussions on dealing with boundary conditions and for collaborating on verifying Claim 6.6 in

the abelian case [GRW]. Conversations with Pavel Safronov — on the CS/WZW correspondence

and on shifted Poisson geometry and its role in field theory — have shaped and aided our thinking;

we thank him and hope his many suggestions will eventually emerge in future work. The National

Science Foundation supported O.G. through DMS Grant No. 1812049. BW thanks Bruce and

Susan Gwilliam for their hospitality during the preparation of this work.

1. The mixed classical theory and Chern-Simons theory

Let us give a gloss of the context of mixed theories. A classical field theory whose equations of

motion have solutions that are locally constant—so that the solutions on a small ball agree with

those on a larger ball containing the small ball—are essentially topological in nature. Classical

Chern-Simons theory is of this type, since solutions are flat connections. It is topological in the

sense that the underlying topology of the 3-manifold is all that matters. A holomorphic classical

field theory is one whose equations of motion pick out solutions that only depend on the complex

structure of the underlying manifold. Classical holomorphic Chern-Simons theory is of this type,

since solutions are holomorphic connections on the underlying complex 3-fold.

When the manifold is a product Σ ×M of a complex manifold Σ and a smooth real manifold

M , it is possible to write down classical theories that are holomorphic along Σ and topological

along M . (One can sometimes work with manifolds equipped foliations that are transversally

holomorphic [ACMV].) We term such theories mixed, and a special class of such theories—where

M is a 1-manifold—places a crucial role for Chern-Simons theory.
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There is an unusual way in which one might have invented Chern-Simons theory as a deformation

of such a mixed theory, and we now describe that artificial history.

1.1. A false genealogy for Chern-Simons theory. Consider R3 viewed as the product C × R

with coordinates (z = x+ iy, t). De Rham forms on R3 obtain a natural frame in terms of dz, dz,

and dt, and the overall de Rham differential decomposes as

d = ∂ + ∂ + dt

= ∂zdz + ∂z + ∂tdt .

In brief, there is an isomorphism

Ω∗(R3) ∼= Ω∗,∗(C)⊗̂πΩ
∗(R)

of cochain complexes of nuclear spaces, where ⊗̂π denotes the completed projective tensor product.

What we wish to emphasize here is that forms on C admit a double grading as Dolbeault forms.

If we pick a Lie algebra g with a nondegenerate, invariant bilinear form 〈−,−〉 (e.g., a semisimple

Lie algebra equipped with its Killing form), then there is a natural mixed gauge theory that we

now describe in the BV formalism.

Definition 1.1. The classical mixed BF theory on C×R with values in g is the following classical

BV theory in the sense of [Cos11]. The fields consist of the underlying graded vector space of de

Rham forms Ω∗(R3)[1]⊗ g, shifted down in cohomological degree. Let α denote an element of

A = Ω0,∗(C)⊗̂πΩ
∗(R)[1]⊗ g,

and let β denote an element of

B = Ω1,∗(C)⊗̂πΩ
∗(R)⊗ g.

The action functional is

Smix(α, β) =

∫
〈β, (∂ + dt)α〉+

1

2

∫
〈β, [α,α]〉,

where we have extended 〈−,−〉 to a pairing on g-valued de Rham forms with values in de Rham

forms.

Remark 1. One can also work with a dg Lie or L∞ algebra g, which expands the class of

examples considerably. We do not need g to be an ordinary Lie algebra above; an L∞ algebra with

a nondegenerate invariant symmetric pairing of cohomological degree 0 can be used. From hereon

we will work with g at this high level of generality, remarking on special features of the case where

g is an ordinary Lie algebra, particularly when g is semisimple.

The equations of motion are

∂α+ dtα+
1

2
[α,α] = 0

and

∂β + dtβ + [α, β] = 0.
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As usual, let us focus on the degree zero fields and unpack what these equations mean. In this case,

α is a 1-form, so it has a component of degree (0, 1) along C and 0 along R and also a component

of degree (0, 0) and 1. Meanwhile, β has degree (1, 0) along C and 0 along R. In other words, we

are asking for α such that ∂ +dt +α is a connection that is holomorphic along C and flat along R,

and for β that is horizontal with respect to this connection and hence a holomorphic 1-form along

C and constant along R. In this sense the classical theory is mixed. Some readers will recognize

this theory as a BF theory that is holomorphic along C and topological along R.

Remark 2. Unlike a topological theory, which is invariant under all diffeomorphisms of space-

time, the action functional of mixed BF theory is naturally invariant under diffeomorphisms that

are a product of a diffeomorphism in the R-direction and a biholomorphism in the C-direction.

It is now straightforward to see how Chern-Simons theory appears as a deformation of this theory.

Suppose g is equipped with an invariant, nondegenerate inner product, and thus fix an isomorphism

g ∼= g
∨. We now view B as taking values in g. Now add the interaction term

ICS(α) =
1

2

∫
〈α, ∂α〉,

so that SCS = Smix + ICS . The equation of motion for α becomes

∂α+ dtα+
1

2
[α,α] + ∂α = 0,

which is simply the zero curvature equation.

It should be clear that the mixed theory makes sense on any product Σ×L where Σ is a Riemann

surface and L is a real one-manifold. The Chern-Simons deformation manifestly extends.

The key observation is this paper can now be stated: the mixed theory admits an exact one-loop

quantization using the natural gauge-fixing (which depends on the complex structure on Σ), and

this construction extends naturally to the Chern-Simons deformation. It yields an exact one-loop

quantization of Chern-Simons theory. This feature is well-known for BF-type theories, and we

learned it in various works of Cattaneo and Mnev.

1.2. Some structural features. Before we delve into homological algebra in the next section,

we make some elementary observations about these theories. With those in sight, the reader may

prefer turn to reading about the construction of the quantization, as the technical homological

algebra is essentially independent of the analysis. Much of the next section is devoted to providing

careful formulations of the observations made here.

Consider the following sequence of features:

• A local functional I(α, β) that is purely polynomial (i.e., is only built out of wedging forms

and does not involve differential operators) decomposes into a sum of a term I0(α) that is

independent of β and a term I1(α, β) that is purely linear in β. This claim holds because β

is of (1, ∗)-type in the complex direction.
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• A local functional that only involves holomorphic derivatives (e.g., I(α) =
∫
α∂α) in the

complex direction likewise decomposes into a sum of a term independent of β and a term that

is linear in β.

• A local functional that involves an antiholomorphic derivative can involve arbitrarily many

powers of β.

Note that the Chern-Simons deformation is of the second kind—involving only a holomorphic

derivative—and for this reasons, we will focus in this paper on such chiral deformations of the

mixed BF theory.

Definition 1.2. A translation-invariant local functional I(α, β) is chiral if its Lagrangian density

involves constant-coefficient differential operators built from ∂z. We say it has weight zero if I is

independent of β, and we say it has weight one if I is linear in β.

In general, the weight of a functional will be the number of β-inputs. Below, in Section 2 we

characterize (up to homotopy) all chiral functionals in mixed BF theory.

Such chiral functionals behave nicely when constructing Feynman diagrams if we work with a

propagator arising from the quadratic functional

∫
〈β, (∂ + dt)α〉.

Such a propagator respects the α-β decomposition of the fields; graphically, this propagator corre-

sponds to an edge with an α-leg and a β-leg. Let us view the edge as oriented from the α “input” to

the β “output.” A chiral functional has the feature that it has at most one β-leg, and so graphically

it corresponds to a vertex with at most one outgoing leg. If one tries to construct graphs using

these oriented edges and such vertices, one quickly finds that only a small class of connected graphs

appear, see Figure 1:

(a) a tree with a single β “root,”

(b) a single vertex with no β-legs, or

(c) a one-loop graph with no β-legs (since they get used in making the loop).

In other words, we obtain (nonlocal) functionals that are weight zero or weight one.

In anticipation of some results of Section 3, we note that identical observations apply to the

anomalies that can appear. The integral kernel that represents the BV bracket and BV Laplacian

respects the α-β decomposition of the fields, just as the propagator does, so the relevant graphs

have the same form (although the analytical content changes).

We have remarked that the classical action of the mixed BF theory is invariant under the group

of diffeomorphisms which are holomorphic in the C-direction. In particular, the classical action

functional is invariant under the action of R>0 on C × R given by simultaneous dilation of each

factor. The action R>0 on fields naturally extends to an action on functionals, in particular on

local functionals, by pullback.
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α α

β

(a)

ICS

α

α

β α α
α

(b)

α

α

α

(c)

Figure 1. Typical Feynman diagrams. The trivalent vertices are labeled by the

cubic interaction
∫
〈β, [α,α]〉. The bivalent vertices are labeled by ICS(α) =∫

〈α, ∂α〉.

At the level of the quantum theory, the action of R>0 is known as “local RG flow.” In general, a

theory that is classically scale-invariant may fail to be scale-invariant at the quantum level, which is

measured by the β-function. Indeed, the β-function describes the infinitesimal action by local RG

flow in the space of quantum field theories. For any topological theory, the β-function is identically

zero. The main analytic result we will prove about mixed BF theory is that no counterterms appear

in the Feynman diagram expansion when we employ the holomorphic gauge. This result means

that for mixed BF theory, the β-function still vanishes.

The behavior of the local RG flow is related to the BV quantization of the gauge theory. Indeed,

the vanishing of the β-function implies that the anomaly to BV quantization is scale-invariant, just

as the classical action is.

2. Moduli and deformations

We now describe the deformation complex of this theory and identify the Maurer-Cartan ele-

ment of Chern-Simons theory therein. This section is not essential for the proof of the one-loop

quantization, and so the reader interested in our key results can skip ahead to the next section.

The results of this section do clarify, however, key structural features of the BV theories in play.

Our primary reference is [Cos11], notably Chapter 5 on the BV formalism. The deformation

complex is the cochain complex whose underlying graded vector space is the space of local func-

tionals Oloc of the fields. The differential is given by the BV bracket against the classical action

functional.

Let Oloc denote the space of local functionals of mixed BF theory on C×R. Then, the deformation

complex is given by

(Oloc, {Smix,−})

where Smix is the classical action functional of mixed BF theory.

First, observe that the differential {Smix,−} preserves the weight of a functional, and hence the

deformation complex admits a direct sum decomposition by weight.
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Second, notice that the classical action is translation-invariant. We will only consider deforma-

tions that are also translation-invariant.

Definition 2.1. Let Def
(n)
mix(g) denote the deformation complex of translation-invariant weight

n local functionals for classical mixed BF theory on C × R with values in g. The full translation-

invariant deformation complex (including all weights simultaneously) is the direct sum

Defmix(g) =
⊕

n≥0

Def
(n)
mix(g).

The weight one complex Def
(1)
mix encodes deformations that preserve the linearity in the β-field,

and hence the role of β as a kind of Lagrange multiplier. (In Section 4.6 of [CG] classical theories

determined by these deformations are called cotangent theories.) The weight zero complex Def
(0)
mix

encodes deformations that are purely functions of the α-field, notably the Chern-Simons deforma-

tion. These are the only two subcomplexes of interest for us, as we have shown that weight zero

and weight one functionals are the only ones that appear in our constructions (both via Feynman

diagrams and via chiral deformations). Further, we have seen that the anomaly to a one-loop

quantization must lie in the cohomology of the weight zero part of the deformation complex.

We are interested in a subcomplex of Defmix(g) consisting of deformations that are invariant

with respect to a remaining group action. We have already mentioned that the classical theory is

invariant under all diffeomorphisms along R and all holomorphic diffeomorphisms along C. At the

linearized level, this means that the classical theory is invariant under the group

GL(1;R) ×GL(1;C) ∼= R
× × C

×.

We will restrict ourselves to deformations that are also invariant with respect to this group.

Here is the main result in the section, which characterizes R× × C×-invariant deformations in

Defmix(g) of weights zero and one.

Proposition 2.1. Let g be an L∞ algebra with nondegenerate invariant pairing of cohomological

degree 0. Then

(0) The R××C×-invariants of the weight zero deformation complex Def
(0)
mix(g) is quasi-isomorphic

to the 2-term cochain complex

A
def
=
(
C∗
red(g)[3]

d−→ C∗(g, g∨)[1]
)

where d(ϕ) = 1 ⊗ ϕ for ϕ ∈ g
∨ ⊂ O(g[1]), and extends to the graded algebra O(g[1]) by the

rule that it is a derivation. Explicitly, the quasi-isomorphism is induced by a map of cochain

complexes

j(0) : A→ Def
(0)
mix

where j(0) is zero on the component C∗
red(g)[3] and for µ ∈ Ck(g; g∨)[1],

j(0)(µ) =

∫
evg(µ(α, . . . , α︸ ︷︷ ︸

k copies

), ∂α),
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where evg(−,−) is the evaluation pairing between g and g
∨.

(1) The R××C×-invariants of the weight one deformation complex Def
(1)
mix(g) is quasi-isomorphic

to C∗(g; g). Explicitly, the cochain map is

j(1) : C∗(g; g) → Def
(1)
mix

ξ 7→
∫
〈β, ξ(α)〉

is a quasi-isomorphism.

In the case that g is semi-simple, we have the following immediate corollary.

Corollary 2.2. Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra. Then

(0) The cohomology of the R× × C×-invariants of the weight zero deformation complex Def
(0)
mix is

isomorphic to H∗
red(g)[3]. Moreover, the image of a degree zero element κ ∈ H3(g) = Sym2(g)g

under the map j(0) is the Chern-Simons deformation j(0)(κ) =
∫
κ(α∂α).

(1) All R× × C×-invariant weight one deformations are cohomologically trivial.

Remark 3. The entire Lie algebra cohomology H∗(g[[z, ε]]) has been computed in [FGT08]. In

principle, this could be used to describe the full translation-invariant deformation complex, but it is

not obvious how to translate their description to the language of local functionals. The description

of the invariant piece of the deformation complex we focus on has the benefit of having an explicit

description in terms of local functionals.

2.1. Translation-invariant local functionals. We will describe the cohomology Defmix(g), in

terms of the Lie algebra g and its cohomology. Our primary tool is Lemma 6.7.1 of [Cos11] which

provides a general characterization of the translation-invariant local functionals in any classical

theory. To formulate it, suppose E is the vector bundle on C × R underlying the fields of the

classical theory. Then, we can consider the bundle of ∞-jets JE and its fiber over 0 ∈ C×R, J0E.

Also note that there is a natural action by the vector fields ∂t, ∂z, ∂z on sections of the jet bundle

by Lie derivative.

The translation-invariant deformation complex Defmix(g) can be identified, up to quasi-isomorphism,

with the hypercohomology:

C∗(C
3
trans ; dt dz dzOred(J0E))

Here, C3
trans = C{∂t, ∂z , ∂z} denotes the abelian Lie algebra spanned by the three constant coefficient

vector fields, and Ored(J0E) denotes the reduced (quotient by the constant functionals) continuous

functionals on J0E. The differential is given by the sum of the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential for

C3
trans acting on functions on the jet bundle, and the differential {Smix,−}.
We can identify J0E, as a graded vector space, with

(g[1]⊕ dz · g)⊗C C[[z, z, t]][dz,dt].

The linear part of {Smix,−} induces the differential ∂+dt on the above graded vector space. Thus,

by the formal Poincaré lemma, we have a quasi-isomorphism

(O(J0E), {Smix,−}) ≃ (O ((g[1] ⊕ dz · g)⊗C C[[z]]) , {Imix,−})
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where Imix is the interacting part of the classical theory. Since Imix just encodes the Lie bracket,

one can further identify this cochain complex with the following Lie algebra cohomology:

(O(J0E), {Smix,−}) ≃ C∗(g[[z, ε]])

where ε is a formal parameter of degree +1. Note that we have absorbed the factor of dz into the

definition of ε.

In summary, we see that the translation-invariant deformation complex can be identified up to

quasi-isomorphism of the following Lie algebra (hyper) homology/cohomology:

Defmix(g) ≃ C∗

(
C
3
trans ; dt dz dzC

∗
red(g[[z, ε]])

)
(2.1)

To further simplify the deformation complex, we note that C∗(g[[z, ε]]) does not depend on t or

z. Thus, we have obtained the following.

Lemma 2.3. There is a quasi-isomorphism

Defmix(g) ≃ C∗ (C ∂z; dzC
∗
red(g[[z, ε]])) ⊗C dt dzC[∂z, ∂t]

2.2. Proof of proposition 2.1. Before computing the cohomology, note that the space of R××C×-

invariants of dtdzC[∂z, ∂t] as appearing in Lemma 2.3 is one-dimensional spanned by (dt∂t)(dz∂z)

concentrated in degree −2. Thus, to compute the cohomology of the R××C×-invariant subcomplex,

it suffices to compute the hypercohomology

(2.2) C∗ (C ∂z; dzC
∗
red(g[[z, ε]])) [2].

We start with the weight zero deformation complex Def
(0)
mix(g). This means we look at the

subcomplex that is independent of ε. There are two pieces in the deformation complex (2.2) that

are independent of ε and are R× × C×-invariant:

∂zdzC
∗
red(g)[3]⊕ dzC∗(g; z∨g∨)[1].

The differential splits into two terms: (1) the internal Chevalley-Eilenberg differential dCE on each

component, and (2) the operator

∂

∂(∂z)
d : ∂zdzC

∗
red(g)[3]→ dzC∗(g; z∨g∨)[1]

which is defined on elements ∂zdz ϕ ∈ ∂zdzC1
red(g) by

∂

∂(∂z)
d (∂zdz ϕ) = dz(1⊗ ϕ) ∈ dzC0(g; g∨).

It extends to a general element in ∂zdzC
∗
red(g) by the rule that it is a derivation in the C∗

red(g)

component. This total complex is the complex A in the statement of the proposition. One can

check that j(0) implements the quasi-isomorphism from A to the R× × C×-invariant weight zero

deformation complex.
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For the statement about a semi-simple Lie algebra, we compute the cohomology of A by a spectral

sequence. The first term in the spectral sequence computes the cohomology with respect to the

internal Chevalley-Eilenberg differential. The second term uses the differential ∂
∂(∂z)

d.

We handle the weight one complex Def
(1)
mix in a similar way. Note that the weight one complex

must be linear in ε∨. Moreover, since ε∨ has R××C× weight (0, 1), we see that the R××C×-invariant

weight one complex is

C∗(C ∂z ; C
∗(g; ε∨g∨)).

Since ∂z acts trivially on C∗(g; ε∨g∨), the same spectral sequence as in the weight zero complex

degenerates at the first page, which is simply H∗(g; g∨). We can identify this with H∗(g; g) via the

pairing 〈−,−〉.

3. The holomorphic gauge and associated analysis

In this section we analyze the Feynman diagrams that appear in the mixed BF theory and in the

relevant deformations, such as Chern-Simons theory. We begin by constructing the integral kernels

for the heat operator and the (mollified) propagator, and we point out some important properties

they possess. We then examine one-loop diagrams and verify that no counterterms are needed.

Let V = C×R and let V̊ denote V \ {0}, the punctured vector space. We use (z, t) as the linear

coordinates on V , where z ∈ C is the usual “holomorphic” coordinate and t ∈ R in the usual real

coordinate.

Let Conf2(V ) denote V × V \ Diag, where Diag denotes the diagonal copy V →֒ V × V , as it

is the space of ordered configurations of two points in V . We equip it with coordinates (z, t;w, s)

where (z, t) are the familiar coordinates on V and (w, s) denote the analogous coordinates on the

second copy of V .

There is a natural map p : V ×V → V sending (z, t;w, s) to the difference (z−w, t− s). We will

often be interested in the restriction of p to the configuration space, namely p : Conf2(V ) → V̊ .

We will find that pullback of forms along p plays a crucial role in analyzing our integral kernels.

3.1. The gauge fix and associated formulas. From hereon

(3.1) Q = (∂ + d)⊗ idg,

the term appearing in the quadratic term of the action functional for the mixed BF theory.

Definition 3.1. The holomorphic gauge fix is the operator

(3.2) Q∗ =
(
2∂

∗
+ d∗

)
⊗ idg

using the Hodge star for the standard Euclidean metric on C× R.

Remark 4. On flat space the explicit formula for ∂
∗
and d∗ is

∂
∗
(fdz) = 2

∂f

∂z
, d∗(fdt) =

∂f

∂t

where f ∈ C∞(C × R).

11



Remark 5. On a more general Riemann surface Σ, we use the terminology of holomorphic gauge

fix to mean this operator after a choice of metric on the surface.

Ignoring the identity operator on g, we see that the Laplacian arising from this gauge fix

(3.3) △ = [Q,Q∗] = 2[∂, ∂
∗
] + [d,d∗]

is the standard Laplacian on flat space.

We wish now to construct and analyze the heat kernels and mollified propagators arising from

Q and Q∗. It is convenient to introduce the following notation. These integral kernels are distri-

butional differential forms (aka currents) on V × V that are smooth on Conf2(V ) = V × V \Diag.

The heat kernel for this Laplacian acting on functions is

kanT (z − w, t− s) = 1

(4πT )3/2
e−|z−w|2/4T e−|t−s|2/4T

at length scale T > 0. The heat kernel for this Laplacian on the fields is

Kan
T = kanT (dz − dw) ∧ (dz − dw) ∧ (dt− ds).

Note that we have simply multiplied the function kanT by a differential form, which is the pullback

of a volume form on the diagonal V along the difference map V × V → V along the diagonal.

Hence, let’s write

µV = dz ∧ dz ∧ dt,

to introduce some compact notation. Then Kan
T = p∗(kanT µV ), which is more concise.

We now obtain the mollified propagator

(3.4) PL
ǫ (z, t;w, s) =

∫ L

T=ǫ
dT Q∗KT (z, t;w, s).

It’s easier to describe this integral kernel by computing Q∗(kanL µV ) and then pulling back along p.

Explicitly, we find

(3.5) ET (z, t) = Q∗(kanT µV ) = −
e−(|z|2+|t|2)/4T

(4π)3/2T 5/2
dz ∧ (z dt+ t dz) .

In other words, we remove the line element dz or dt from µV and take the associated derivative of

the heat kernel.

It will be more convenient to work with a simpler Gaussian form

(3.6) GT (z, t) =
e−(|z|2+|t|2)/4T

(4πT )3/2
dz.

Note that we obtain ET from GT by applying a linear combination of the differential operators

dt ∂/∂z and dz ∂/∂t:

(3.7) ET (z, t) =

(
dz

∂

∂t
+ 2dt

∂

∂z

)
GT (z, t).

We denote this constant-coefficient differential operator by λ.

12



3.2. Some computational results. Later it will be convenient to know how the vector field ∂/∂z

acts on the propagator and the heat kernel. Direct computation shows that

(3.8) L∂/∂zP
L
ǫ (z, t;w, s) = −

∫ L

T=ǫ
dT

z − w
4T

ET (z, t)

and hence that every further holomorphic derivative multiplies the integrand by a factor z/4T . We

note

(3.9)
∂n

∂zn
PL
ǫ (z, t;w, s) = −

∫ L

T=ǫ
dT

(z − w)n
(4T )n

ET (z, t)

and will simply use derivatives (without the Lie derivative notation) from hereon.

We record another convenient computational result. (It will be used when we study the graph

integral of a wheel γ with n + 1 vertices.) We use coordinates (q0, . . . , qn−1) ∈ (C × R)n with

qi = (zi, ti) ∈ C× R. Consider the product

(3.10) G
(n)
~T

(q0, . . . , qn−1) =

n−1∏

i=0

GTi
(qi) ·GTn(

n−1∑

i=0

qi),

where ~T = (T0, . . . , Tn) ∈ [ǫ, L]n+1. Direct computation shows the following.

Lemma 3.1. The differential operator

ζ =
1∑n

j=0 Tj

n−1∑

i=0

Ti
∂

∂zi

acts on the Gaussian form G
(n)
~T

by

ζ(G
(n)
~T

) = −
∑n−1

i=0 zi
4Tn

G
(n)
~T
.

Proof. Compute that

(3.11)
∂

∂zi
G

(n)
~T

= −1

4

(
zj
Tj

+

∑n−1
i=0 zi
Tn

)
E

(n)
~T

by the product rule applied to (3.10). Now plug into the definition of ζ. q.e.d.

Corollary 3.2. For 0 ≤ j < n,
(
∂

∂zi
− ζ
)
G

(n)
~T

= − zj
4Tj

G
(n)
~T
.

For ∂/∂ti, we have analogous results.

Lemma 3.3. The differential operator

τ =
1∑n

j=0 Tj

n−1∑

i=0

Ti
∂

∂ti

13



acts on the Gaussian form G
(n)
~T

by

τ(G
(n)
~T

) = −
∑n−1

i=0 ti
2Tn

G
(n)
~T
.

Corollary 3.4. For 0 ≤ j < n,
(
∂

∂ti
− τ
)
G

(n)
~T

= − tj
2Tj

G
(n)
~T
.

We now wish to relate G
(n)
~T

to the corresponding product of propagators

(3.12) E
(n)
~T

(q0, . . . , qn−1) =

n−1∏

i=0

ETi
(qi) ·ETn(

n−1∑

i=0

qi).

By (3.7), we see that

(3.13) E
(n)
~T

(q0, . . . , qn−1) =

n∏

i=0

λiG
(n)
~T
,

where

λi = c1dzi
∂

∂ti
+ c2dti

∂

∂zi
.

Note something important: the differential operators λi, ζ, and ∂/∂zj − ζ mutually commute, as

they are constant-coefficient with respect to the q variables.

3.3. Recollections about Gaussian integrals. Finally, consider the Gaussian measure:

(3.14) µ(q0, . . . , qn) = exp


−

n−1∑

i=0

|qi|2
4Ti
− 1

4Tn

∣∣∣∣∣
n−1∑

i=0

qi

∣∣∣∣∣

2



n−1∏

i=0

dqi.

Note that its function term and the function term of (3.10) agree up to an overall factor of
∏

i T
−3/2
i .

but (3.14) multiplies this function by the Lebesgue measure rather than a purely holomorphic

volume form, as with (3.10).

Integrals against this measure, particularly moments, can be quickly computed in terms of the

quadratic form appearing in the exponential. The matrix associated the quadratic form is

M~T =




a0 + b b b · · · b

b a1 + b b · · · b

b b a2 + b · · · b
...

...
...

...

b b b · · · an−1 + b




where ai = 1/Ti for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and b = 1/Tn. As the matrix is the sum of an invertible diagonal

matrix A = (ai) and a rank one matrix B (the all 1/4Tn matrix), the Sherman-Morrison theorem
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[SM50] gives an explicit formula for the inverse matrix:

M−1
~T

=




c0 + d00 d01 d02 · · · d0,n−1

d10 c1 + d11 d12 · · · d1,n−1

d20 d21 c2 + d22 · · · d2,n−1

...
...

...
...

dn−1,0 dn−1,1 dn−1,n−2 · · · cn−1 + dn−1,n−1




where

ci = Ti , djk = dkj = −
TjTk

T0 + · · ·+ Tn
for 0 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n− 1.

The inverse determinant is

(3.15) det
(
M−1

~T

)
=

T0T1 · · ·Tn
T0 + T1 + · · · + Tn

by the matrix determinant lemma. This expression makes computing moments straightforward.

4. There are no divergences

Our main technical result is the following.

Theorem 4.1. Any chiral deformation of mixed BF theory admits a one-loop exact and finite

(pre)quantization.

The meaning of this theorem is the following. For any chiral deformation of the mixed gauge

theory on C × R with L∞ algebra g, the only Feynman diagrams that appear have at most one

loop. This property is what we mean by one-loop exact. (We already explained why only graphs

with at most one loop appear in Section 1.2.) The finiteness part of the assertion is that the

associated Feynman integrals have no ultraviolet divergences when one uses the holomorphic gauge

fix and associated parametrices. This part of the theorem involves some explicit calculus, which

we perform in this section. We use the term prequantization to emphasize that it remains to check

the quantum master equation (in physical terms, that this one-loop correction is compatible with

the path integral measure); we verify that in the next section.

This theorem follows from a pair of results about one-loop diagrams.

Lemma 4.2. If a wheel γ has one vertex or two vertices, then the analytic weight wan
γ (PL

ǫ , I)

vanishes for all 0 < ǫ < L <∞. In particular, the ǫ→ 0 limit is zero.

Proof. When the wheel has a single vertex, the propagator PL
ǫ is evaluated along the diagonal,

where it vanishes. Hence the associated graph integral vanishes (even at finite ǫ and L).

When the wheel has two vertices, the graph integral vanishes for a slightly more subtle reason.

Before dealing with a general case of an arbitrary chiral interaction, let us focus on the analysis

involving just the internal loop.
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Label the vertices by coordinates (z1, t1) and (z2, t2). The loop consists of two edges connecting

the vertices, and each edge corresponds to a propagator whose inputs are the coordinates. As we

have observed, the propagator depends only on the difference (z, t) = (z1 − z2, t1 − t2). As our two
edges have the same coordinates, we get the square of a single propagator, but the term dz ∧ dz

kills the square.

This argument does not quite suffice, because the vertices correspond to local functionals, which

contribute nontrivial factors to the overall integral. If, however, the functionals are polynomials in

α and β (i.e., without any derivatives in the Lagrangian density), then this argument shows the

graph integral vanishes at any ǫ.

Hence, now consider the case where at least one vertex is labeled by a local functional that

involves differential operators built from the ∂ti and ∂zi , using the coordinates labeling the vertices.

These can act on the propagators labeling the internal edges, by the Lie derivatives L∂ti
and L∂zi

.

By formula (3.5), we see that these Lie derivatives produce integral kernels whose product is zero.

q.e.d.

Proposition 4.3. If a wheel γ has more than two vertices, then the analytic weight wan
γ (PL

ǫ , I)

has a well-defined ǫ→ 0 limit as a distribution.

To prove this proposition, we will show that for any compactly-supported input φ, the abso-

lute value of the weight |wan
γ (PL

ǫ , I)(φ)| is bounded above by an integral whose dependence on ǫ

converges as it goes to zero. To do find this convenient upper bound, we first use integration by

parts to move all derivatives of the propagators onto φ. This new integral is manifestly an integral

against a Gaussian measure followed by an integral over the “length scale” parameters Ti, and so

we can bound the integral over the Ti by applying Wick’s lemma to the Gaussian measure.

Proof. Let the wheel have n + 1 vertices. To write the integral kernel for w[ǫ], we label the

vertices in consecutive order from 0 to n as we go around the wheel. To the jth vertex we assign a

coordinates pj = (wj , sj) ∈ C×R. To the edge from the jth to (j+1)st vertex, we assign the prop-

agator PL
ǫ (pj , pj+1). Each vertex is assigned some chiral interaction term, but its details are not so

important. By definition, it will take an input function f(pj) and apply some constant-coefficient

differential operator built from ∂/∂wj to f ; it will apply other such holomorphic differential oper-

ators to the incoming propagators; and then it will multiply these outputs together. Without loss

of generality, we can view the action on f as absorbed into the choice of an input; what matters is

that the propagators may be acted upon by constant-coefficient holomorphic differential operators.

Every graph integral wan
γ (PL

ǫ , I) thus determines a distribution taking as input any compactly-

supported function on (C×R)n+1. Its integral kernel is smooth, as we will see. We will leave L > 0

fixed throughout, and we will not adjust the interaction I. For concision we denote the distribution

w[ǫ], as we are interested in its behavior as ǫ goes to zero.
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In the p-coordinates we thus find that our integral kernel has the following form

w[ǫ](φ) =

∫

~T∈[ǫ,L]n+1

dn+1T

∫

~p∈(C×R)n+1

dn+1p φ(~p)
n∏

j=0

DjETj
(pj , pj+1)

where Dj is a constant-coefficient differential operator built from ∂/∂wj and ETj
is the Gaussian-

type differential form from (3.5).

Each propagator depends only on the difference qj = pj+1−pj, where j runs from 0 to n−1, and

so it is convenient to rewrite this integral using these coordinates. We write qj = (zj , tj) ∈ C × R

and note that

pn − p0 = q0 + q1 + · · ·+ qn−1,

which is relevant to the propagator between the 0th and nth vertices. We use dqj to represent the

volume form dzj dzj dtj. Set qn = pn. In these q-coordinates our integral kernel is

w[ǫ](φ) =

∫

~T∈[ǫ,L]n+1

dn+1T

∫

~q∈(C×R)n+1

dn+1q φ(~q)
n−1∏

j=0

D′
jETj

(qj)


D′

nETn(
n−1∑

j=0

qj)




where the D′
j are the Dj re-expressed in these new q coordinates. In light of equation (3.9), we see

that the D′
j are simply constant-coefficient differential operators built from ∂/∂zj .

Without loss of generality, we may assume that each D′
j is a monomial differential operator of

the form (∂/∂zj)
kj , as an arbitrary D′

j can be written as a sum of such. By equation (3.9) and

Corollary 3.2, we know that

(
∂

∂zj

)kj

ETj
(qj) =

(
− zj
4Tj

)kj

ETj
(qj) =

(
∂

∂zj
− ζ
)kj

ETj
(qj).

We also know from (3.7) that

ETj
(qj) = λjGTj

(qj) =

(
c1dz

∂

∂tj
+ c2dt

∂

∂zj

)
GTj

(qj)

with GT (q) from (3.6) and λj a constant-coefficient differential operator. Hence

D′
jETj

(qj) =

(
∂

∂zj
− ζ
)kj

λjGTj
(qj).

Note that λj and ∂/∂zj − ζ commute.

Putting these observations together and ignoring the input term φ, our integrand can be written

as (
n−1∏

i=0

(
∂

∂zi
− ζ
)ki
)
ζkn




n−1∏

j=0

λj


G

(n)
~T
.

In other words, our integrand arises by applying a product of differential operators to G
(n)
~T

. We

denote the full operator by D~k
.
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What makes this description convenient is that it allows us to apply integration by parts: we

can move all the differential operators acting on G
(n)
~T

over to the input φ. We thus find that

w[ǫ](φ) = ±
∫

~T∈[ǫ,L]n+1

dn+1T

∫

~q∈(C×R)n+1

dn+1q
(
D~kφ(~q)

)
G

(n)
~T
.

In short, we have reduced our graph integral to computing the expected value of D~k
φ(~q) against a

Gaussian measure depending on ~T , as mentioned in the overview of the proof.

This expression has the drawback that the differential operator D~k
explicitly depends on the

length scale parameters ~T , but the dependence is easy to bound. Note that for any smooth function

f(q0, . . . , q0),

|ζf | ≤ 1∑n
j=0 Tj

n−1∑

i=0

Ti

∣∣∣∣
∂f

∂zi

∣∣∣∣ ≤
n−1∑

i=0

∣∣∣∣
∂f

∂zi

∣∣∣∣ ,

as Ti/(T0+· · ·+Tn) < 1 because the Tj are all positive real numbers. In consequence, |D~k
φ(~q, pn)| is

bounded by some compactly-supported, nonnegative function ψ on (C×R)n+1 that is independent

of ~T .

In short, we now know that

|w[ǫ](φ)| ≤
∫

~T∈[ǫ,L]n+1

dn+1T

∫

~q∈(C×R)n+1

dn+1q ψ(~q)|G(n)
~T

(~q)|

Note that |G(n)
~T

(~q)| is almost the Gaussian measure

1
∏

i T
3
2
i

exp


−

n−1∑

i=0

|qi|2
4Ti
− 1

4Tn

∣∣∣∣∣
n−1∑

i=0

qi

∣∣∣∣∣

2



n−1∏

i=0

dqi,

except that it is missing the dti and dzi factors of the Lebesgue measure. These form factors must

be supplied by ψ to obtain something integrable, which imposes conditions on which kinds of inputs

matter.

If ψ contributes the missing factors, we can bound |w[ǫ](φ)| by an integral over (q0, . . . , qn−1)

against the Gaussian measure (3.14). Thus the results of Section 3.3 kick in by Taylor expanding ψ

and using standard formulas for moments of Gaussians. In this case, the zeroth moment contributes

a multiple of

1

T
3/2
0 · · · T 3/2

n

(
T0T1 · · ·Tn

T0 + T1 + · · ·+ Tn

)3/2

=
1

(T0 + T1 + · · ·+ Tn)3/2
.

The integral over the Ti factors then converges in the ǫ→ 0 limit. To show this more explicitly, we

note that the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality tells us that

T0 + T1 + · · ·+ Tn
n+ 1

≥ (T0T1 · · ·Tn)
1

n+1 ,
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so that
∫

~T∈[ǫ,L]n+1

dn+1T

(T0 + T1 + · · · + Tn)3/2
≤
∫

~T∈[ǫ,L]n+1

dn+1T

(T0T1 · · · Tn)
3

2(n+1)

=

((
1− 3

2(n+ 1)

)(
ǫ
1− 3

2(n+1) − L1− 3
2(n+1)

))n+1

.

Now, we have n + 1 > 2 by hypothesis, so 3/2(n + 1) < 1 and the bound on the right has a finite

ǫ→ 0 limit.

Higher moments for ψ contribute, by Wick’s lemma, more terms of the form TjTk/(T0 + T1 +

· · ·+ Tn) and hence are even better behaved in the ǫ→ 0 limit. Indeed, the kth term in the Taylor

expansion of ψ contributes terms of the form

1

T
3/2
0 · · ·T 3/2

n

(
T0T1 · · ·Tn

T0 + T1 + · · · + Tn

)3/2( Ti1Tj1
T0 + · · · + Tn

)
· · ·
(

TikTjk
T0 + · · · + Tn

)

=
1

(T0 + T1 + · · ·+ Tn)3/2

(
Ti1Tj1

T0 + · · ·+ Tn

)
· · ·
(

TikTjk
T0 + · · · + Tn

)
.

where (i1, j1), . . . , (ik, jk) are pairs of integers satisfying 0 ≤ iℓ, jℓ ≤ n. For these higher moments,

the integral we must bound is of the form
∫

~T∈[ǫ,L]n+1

dn+1T

(T0 + T1 + · · ·+ Tn)3/2

(
Ti1Tj1

T0 + · · ·+ Tn

)
· · ·
(

TikTjk
T0 + · · ·+ Tn

)
.

For any of the pairs (iℓ, jℓ), we have the inequality

TiℓTjℓ
T0 + · · · + Tn

≤ Tiℓ ,

since Tjℓ ≤ T0 + · · · + Tn. It follows that we can bound the integral from above by
∫

~T∈[ǫ,L]n+1

Ti1 · · ·Tik
(T0 + T1 + · · ·+ Tn)3/2

dn+1T,

which is finite in the ǫ → 0 limit (when n + 1 > 2) by applying the AM/GM inequality to the

denominator as in the argument for the zeroth moment. q.e.d.

Remark 6. A reader familiar with [Li12] might have noticed parallels between the analysis

performed above and the analogous one-loop analysis in chiral conformal field theory on Riemann

surfaces. That work did indeed provide a guide. Based on various work of Li, we thus expect that

for classes of partially holomorphic theories on R× C that are not exact at one-loop (say, theories

that are not of cotangent type), one can adjust the arguments in [Li12, Li] to show that such

theories are finite to all orders in ~.

5. BV quantization

In this section we show that the renormalization defined by the chiral gauge fixing condition

provides a solution to the quantum master equation (QME) for mixed BF theory in the presence

of an arbitrary chiral deformation. In general, there are anomalies to solving the quantum master
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equation measuring the extent to which a classical gauge symmetry fails to be a symmetry at

the quantum level. We will find that for analytic reasons, based on our gauge fixing condition

introduced above, that such an anomaly in our setting vanishes identically (see Lemma 6.2.2).

This result, combined with our work in the previous section, yields the main result of this paper.

Theorem 5.1. Any chiral deformation of mixed BF theory on C × R admits a one-loop exact

quantization.

In light of our results on deformations of the mixed theory, summarized in Proposition 2.1 and

Corollary 2.2, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 5.2. When g is semi-simple, the space of all translation-invariant, GL1(C)×GL1(R)-

equivariant cotangent quantizations of mixed BF theory on C× R is a torsor for Sym2(g)g.

This corollary about the space of quantizations of mixed BF theory bears a striking resemblance

to the quantizations of ordinary Chern-Simons theory. In Theorem 14.2.1 of §5 in [Cos11], it is

shown that on any 3-manifoldM , the space of BV quantizations for Chern-Simons theory is a torsor

for the group ~H3(g)[[~]], which is isomorphic to ~Sym2(g)g[[~]] when g is semi-simple. Thus, to

one-loop on C × R, the spaces of quantizations of mixed BF theory and Chern-Simons theory are

isomorphic.

The relation between mixed BF theory and Chern-Simons can be made even more direct. By

our results, a given ~-dependent level ~κ ∈ ~Sym2(g)g corresponds to a quantization of mixed

BF theory. When κ is not trivial, and upon inverting ~, this quantization is isomorphic to the

quantization of Chern-Simons theory at level κ.

One can ask whether there is a distinguished choice of an ~-dependent level, as there are many

choices. The chiral gauge picks out a preferred quantization on C × R for which the ~-dependent

level is zero. This feature changes when one constructs a quantization of mixed BF theory in

the presence of boundary conditions. In Section 6 we show that for a natural choice of boundary

condition for holomorphic BF theory on the 3-manifold with boundary C× R≥0, the quantization

determined by the chiral gauge corresponds to a non-trivial choice in level proportional to the

Killing form of g.

5.1. BV structures. Our approach to quantization is through the Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV) for-

malism, which classically uses the data of the of the pairing of degree (−1) on the fields. For mixed

BF theory, this pairing utilizes the pairing on g together with the “wedge and integrate” pairing

〈α, β〉 =
∫
〈α, β〉g.

It behaves like a “shifted symplectic” pairing as it has cohomological degree −1, and hence it deter-

mines a degree 1 Poisson bracket {−,−} on the graded algebra of observables. Gauge consistency

at the classical level is equivalent to the classical master equation:

{Smix, Smix} = 0.
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Putatively, the pairing also determines a second-order differential operator ∆BV on the algebra

of observables by the condition that

∆BV (FG) = (∆BV F )G+ (−1)FF (∆BVG) + {F,G}.

Gauge consistency at the quantum level is encoded by the quantum master equation

{S~

mix, S
~

mix}+∆BV (S
~

mix) = 0.

where S~

mix is an ~-dependent action of the form S~

mix = Smix+O(~), which we call a quantization

if it satisfies the QME.

The issue is that the BV Laplacian is ill-defined, at least naively, since it involves pairing dis-

tributional sections. We have already discussed how to renormalize the action functional. Below,

we recall how to circumvent the issue with the BV Laplacian, in an approach taken by Costello in

[Cos11].

We define the mollified BV Laplacian

(5.1) ∆L = −∂KL

and so the mollified BV bracket

(5.2) {F,G}L = ∆L(FG)−∆L(F )G− (−1)|F |F∆L(G).

These allow us to articulate the scale L quantum master equation.

Definition 5.1. The scale L renormalized action S[L] satisfies the scale L > 0 quantum master

equation (QME) if

~∆LS[L] +
1

2
{S[L], S[L]}L = 0

The scale L action S[L] satisfies the scale L QME if and only if S[L′] satisfies the scale L′ QME

for every other scale L′, see Lemma 9.2.2 in [Cos11]. Hence, we say a renormalized action satisfies

the quantum master equation if its solves the scale L equation for some L.

5.2. The anomaly. Not every effective action satisfies the renormalized QME, and in general one

must construct solutions to the equation order by order in ~. For mixed BF theory, however, the

situation is much simpler. The only Feynman diagrams that can appear have genus ≤ 1, hence the

only possible anomaly occurs linearly in ~.

Definition 5.2. The scale L one-loop anomaly to quantization of mixed BF theory on C× R is

Θ[L] = ~
−1

(
QImix[L] + ~∆LImix[L] +

1

2
{Imix[L], Imix[L]}L

)
∈ O(E ).

Since Imix[L] is defined as a sum of Feynman diagrams, so will the anomaly. A general fact about

the anomaly is that it is given as a sum over wheel graphs. To state this precisely, we introduce

the following notation.
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Definition 5.3. Given a one-loop graph γ with distinguished internal edge e, the weight as

an anomaly w̃γ,e(P
L
ǫ ,Kǫ, Imix) is the graph integral where the heat kernel Kǫ is placed on the

distinguished edge and the propagators PL
ǫ are placed on the other internal edges.

Lemma 5.3 (Corollary 16.0.5 of [Cos]). The limit Θ := limL→0Θ[L] exists and is a local cocycle

of degree +1. Moreover, it is given by

lim
ǫ→0

∑

Γ∈Wheels
e∈Edge(Γ)

w̃γ,e(P
L
ǫ ,Kǫ, Imix),

where the sum is over wheels Γ with two vertices and a distinguished inner edge e.

With this lemma in hand, we can get to work in analyzing the anomaly explicitly.

Lemma 5.4. For every wheel, the analytic weight w̃an
γ,e as an anomaly vanishes as a local func-

tional. Explicitly,

lim
L→0

lim
ǫ→0

w̃an
γ,e(P

L
ǫ ,Kǫ, I) = 0.

The nontrivial part of this proof is quite similar to the proof of Proposition 4.3. The primary

change is that the distinguished edge no longer has a length scale parameter; instead, using the

notation of that proof, we set Tn = ǫ everywhere.

Proof. Let the wheel have n+ 1 vertices. When n+ 1 ≤ 2, the weight vanishes because it is not

possible to obtain a top form to integrate over, no matter what fields are inserted in the external

legs. The argument from Lemma 4.2 applies with the minor modification thatKǫ labels one internal

edge, rather than PL
ǫ .

We now consider the case n+ 1 ≥ 3. The graph γ, its distinguished edge e, and the interaction

I are fixed throughout the argument, but we wish to track the dependence on L and ǫ explicitly,

so we use the notation w̃an[ǫ, L] as shorthand for wan
γ,e(P

L
ǫ ,Kǫ, I).

To write the integral kernel for w̃an[ǫ, L], we mimic our approach in the proof of Proposition 4.3.

Every graph integral w̃an
γ (PL

ǫ , I) determines a distribution taking as input any compactly-supported

function on (C × R)n+1, as follows. Label the vertices in consecutive order from 0 to n as we go

around the wheel, with the distinguished edge going from n to 0. Each vertex is assigned some

chiral interaction term, but its details are not so important. By definition, it will take an input

function f(pj) and apply some constant-coefficient differential operator built from ∂/∂wj to f ; it

will apply other such holomorphic differential operators to the incoming propagators or the heat

kernel; and then it will multiply these outputs together. Without loss of generality, we can view

the action on f as absorbed into the choice of an input; what matters is that the propagators may

be acted upon by constant-coefficient holomorphic differential operators.

It is convenient to change to the coordinates qj = pj+1 − pj, where j runs from 0 to n− 1. We

use qj = (zj , tj) ∈ C× R and we use dqj to represent the volume form dzj dzj dtj. (We set qn = pn
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but it plays no important role in our computation.) In these q-coordinates our integral kernel is

w̃[ǫ, L](φ) =

∫

~T∈[ǫ,L]n
dnT

∫

~q∈(C×R)n+1

dn+1q φ(~q)

n−1∏

j=0

D′
jETj

(qj)


D′

nK
an
ǫ (

n−1∑

j=0

qj)




where ~T = (T0, . . . , Tn−1) encodes the “length scale” parameter Tj for the jth propagator and

where the D′
j are the Dj re-expressed in the q coordinates. In light of equation (3.9), we see that

the D′
j are simply constant-coefficient differential operators built from ∂/∂zj .

Without loss of generality, we may assume that each D′
j is a monomial differential operator of

the form (∂/∂zj)
kj , as an arbitrary D′

j can be written as a sum of such. By equation (3.9) and

Corollary 3.2, we know that

(
∂

∂zj

)kj

ETj
(qj) =

(
− zj
4Tj

)kj

ETj
(qj) =

(
∂

∂zj
− ζ
)kj

ETj
(qj).

We also know from (3.7) that

ETj
(qj) = λjGTj

(qj) =

(
c1dz

∂

∂tj
+ c2dt

∂

∂zj

)
GTj

(qj)

with GT (q) from (3.6) and λj a constant-coefficient differential operator. Hence

D′
jETj

(qj) =

(
∂

∂zj
− ζ
)kj

λjGTj
(qj).

Note that λj and ∂/∂zj − ζ commute.

What changes, relative to the situation of Proposition 4.3, is due to the distinguished edge, which

has fixed length scale ǫ and does not involve an integral over Tn. We emphasize that we are setting

Tn = ǫ here in the formula for ζ from Lemma 3.1.

Another important change arises from the integrand contributed by the distinguished edge. Here

we have the analytic heat kernel

Kan
ǫ




n−1∑

j=0

qj)


 =

1

(4πT )3/2
exp


−

∣∣∣∣∣∣

n−1∑

j=0

qj

∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

/4T






n−1∑

j=0

dzj dzj dtj


 ,

which is also Gǫ

(∑n−1
j=0 qj)

)
multiplied by the appropriate constant 2-form, the sum of the dzj dtj.

For concision, we use K
(n)
ǫ to denote this kernel. Without loss of generality, we may assume D′

n is

the differential operator ζkn , because Lemma 3.1 tells us ζ acts on this edge in the same way that

the ∂/∂zj acts on the jth edge.

Putting these observations together and ignoring the input term φ, our integrand can be written

as (
n−1∏

i=0

(
∂

∂zi
− ζ
)ki
)
ζkn




n−1∏

j=0

λj


G

(n−1)
~T

K(n)
ǫ ,
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where

G
(n−1)
~T

=
n−1∏

j=0

GTj
(qj).

In other words, our integrand arises by applying some differential operator D~k to G
(n−1)
~T

K
(n)
ǫ .

What makes this description convenient is that it allows us to apply integration by parts: we

can move all the differential operators acting on G
(n−1)
~T

K
(n)
ǫ over to the input φ. We thus find that

w̃[ǫ, L](φ) = ±
∫

~T∈[ǫ,L]n
dnT

∫

~q∈(C×R)n+1

dn+1q
(
D~k
φ(~q)

)
G

(n−1)
~T

K(n)
ǫ .

In short, we have reduced our graph integral to computing the expected value of D~k
φ(~q) against a

Gaussian measure depending on ~T = (T0, . . . , Tn−1) and ǫ.

This expression has the drawback that the differential operator D~k
explicitly depends on the

length scale parameters ~T , but the dependence is easy to bound. Note that for any smooth function

f(q0, . . . , q0),

|ζf | ≤ 1

ǫ+
∑n−1

j=0 Tj

n−1∑

i=0

Ti

∣∣∣∣
∂f

∂zi

∣∣∣∣ ≤
n−1∑

i=0

∣∣∣∣
∂f

∂zi

∣∣∣∣ ,

as Ti/(ǫ + T0 + · · · + Tn−1) < 1 because the Tj are all positive real numbers. In consequence,

|D~kφ(~q, pn)| is bounded by some compactly-supported, nonnegative function ψ on (C×R)n+1 that

is independent of ~T .

In short, we now know that

|w̃[ǫ, L](φ)| ≤
∫

~T∈[ǫ,L]n
dnT

∫

~q∈(C×R)n+1

dn+1q ψ(~q)|G(n−1)
~T

K(n)
ǫ |

Observe that |G(n−1)
~T

K
(n)
ǫ | is almost the Gaussian measure

1
∏

i T
3
2
i

exp


−

n−1∑

i=0

|qi|2
4Ti
− 1

4ǫ

∣∣∣∣∣
n−1∑

i=0

qi

∣∣∣∣∣

2



n−1∏

i=0

dqi,

except that it is missing the dti and dzi factors of the Lebesgue measure. These form factors must

be supplied by ψ to obtain something integrable, which imposes conditions on which kinds of inputs

matter.

If ψ contributes the missing factors, we can bound |w̃[ǫ, L](φ)| by an integral over (q0, . . . , qn−1)

against this Gaussian measure. Thus the results of Section 3.3 kick in, with Tn = ǫ, by Taylor

expanding ψ and using standard formulas for moments of Gaussians. In this case, the zeroth

moment contributes a multiple of

1

ǫ3/2T
3/2
0 · · ·T 3/2

n−1

(
ǫT0T1 · · ·Tn−1

ǫ+ T0 + T1 + · · ·+ Tn−1

)3/2

=
1

(ǫ+ T0 + · · ·+ Tn−1)3/2
.

The integral over the Ti factors then converges in the ǫ→ 0 limit, as we now explain. First, observe

that

ǫ+ T0 + · · ·+ Tn−1 > T0 + · · · + Tn−1 ≥ (T0T1 · · ·Tn−1)
1
n
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where the first inequality is obvious and the second is the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality.

Hence ∫

~T∈[ǫ,L]n

dnT

(ǫ+ T0 + · · ·+ Tn−1)3/2
≤
∫

~T∈[ǫ,L]n

dnT

(T0 · · ·Tn−1)
3
2n

=

(
1− 3

2n

)(
ǫ1−

3
2n − L1− 3

2n

)
.

Now, we have n ≥ 2 by hypothesis, so the right hand side converges to −(1− 3/2n)L1−3/2n when

ǫ→ 0. This term then goes to zero as L→ 0.

As at the end of the proof of Proposition 4.3, the higher moments for this Gaussian also have

finite ǫ→ 0 limits, and these vanish as L goes to zero. q.e.d.

6. Chiral boundary conditions

Our gauge fixing explicitly depends on a choice of complex structure, and hence it is natural to

wonder how it interacts with the chiral WZW model on the boundary. In this section we will begin

to explore the relationship.

To start, we examine how imposing boundary conditions looks from the perspective of the the

BV formalism for classical field theories. With a convenient description in hand, we will show

that our diagrammatic analysis from above carries over to this situation: there is an exact one-loop

quantization, without divergences or anomalies. Finally, we discuss how we expect the factorization

algebra of quantum observables to behave in this setting.

The main result of this section is the following.

Theorem 6.1. Consider any chiral deformation of the mixed BF theory on C × R≥0 in the

presence of the chiral boundary condition of Definition 6.1. Then

• there is no anomaly and there exists a one-loop exact quantization;

• the chiral gauge determines a one-loop quantum correction that modifies the action by a term

proportional the ~-dependent local functional

~

∫

C×R≥0

Trgad(α∂α).

As we have seen in Corollary 2.2, the space of quantizations of mixed BF theory is given by

~Sym2(g)g when g is semisimple. Since we know there is no anomaly, the chiral gauge fixes a

quantization and hence an element in ~Sym2(g)g. Our result shows that this element is proportional

to Trgad(α∂α). We expect this level-shift to coincide the critical level of the semisimple Lie algebra

g, but to pin down the constant would require more careful analysis.

6.1. A definition of the chiral boundary condition. Our focus is on the following geometric

situation. Let Σ denote a Riemann surface. Consider the closed half-space X = Σ×R≥0. In essence

we wish to impose a kind of Dirichlet condition: the α-fields vanish on the boundary ∂X = Σ×{0}.
But to do this in the BV formalism for classical field theory requires some care.
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The minor subtlety is easily seen by thinking about the analogous situation on the half-line R≥0.

Consider the de Rham complex

Ω0(R≥0)
d−→ Ω1(R≥0).

If we require that forms vanish on the boundary, then we do not get a subcomplex! Indeed, every

1-form ω (even those not vanishing on the boundary) can appear as df for a 0-form f(t) such that

f(0) = 0. In short, picking a boundary condition for a differential complex requires one to impose

conditions compatible with the differential.

In our case it is convenient to think about X as a half-space inside Σ × R. If we have α ∈
Ω0,∗(Σ)⊗̂Ω∗(R), we can ask it to be even or odd with respect to reflection across Σ × {0}, i.e.,
whether α is an eigenvector of “time-reversal.” Such eigenvectors are fully determined by their

“positive-time” behavior on X . We pick out the subcomplex of odd forms:

Aodd = Ω0,∗(Σ)⊗̂ {−1-eigenspace of Ω∗(R)} .

Here this eigenspace means we are working with 0-forms f(t) such that f(0) = 0— indeed f (2k)(0) =

0 for every k — and with 1-forms g(t)dt such that g(2k+1)(0) = 0 for all k. (Hence g satisfies a kind

of Neumann boundary condition.) Note that Aodd is acyclic since the -1-eigenspace is acyclic.

Definition 6.1. Given a chiral deformation I of the classical mixed BF theory on Σ × R with

values in g, the chiral boundary condition on X = Σ× R≥0 consists of restricting the α-fields to

α ∈ Aodd ⊗ g[1]

but allowing the β-fields to live in B.

We will show in the next subsection how our computations for this field theory on Σ×R can be

modified to work when the fields satisfy this chiral boundary condition. In this sense we will see

that an exact one-loop BV quantization exists in this situation.

Note that this boundary condition has an important feature: it is a local condition along the

boundary, rather than, e.g., a spectral condition.

Remark 7. We emphasize that we are imposing a boundary condition here, which means we

are picking out a “subspace” among all solutions to the equations of motion. This use of the

term matches the conventions in the theory of differential equations. In the BV formalism, which

involves shifted symplectic and Poisson spaces, it is natural to require the subspace of the boundary

condition to be Lagrangian or coisotropic. There is an important alternative question where one

picks a Lagrangian foliation of the space of all solutions. This situation falls into the BV-BFV

formalism, which has recently received extensive investigation in [CMR14, CMR18].

6.1.1. An extended remark on the chiral boundary condition. Another view on this bound-

ary condition can be illuminating, however, and so we quickly sketch it, although we do not use it in

our computations below. (This subsection is an aside rather than a full mathematical treatment.)
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It is useful to recognize that for any classical field theory, the solutions to the equations of motion

satisfying some boundary condition, which we’ll denote Solbc, are given as a fiber product:

Solbc Sol(X)

L Ŝol(∂X)

res

i

where

• Sol(X) denotes all solutions on the manifold with boundary (without any conditions imposed),

• Ŝol(∂X) denotes all solutions on a formal neighborhood of the boundary (i.e., consider germs

of solutions along the boundary and take their jets “in the normal direction”), and

• L is a subspace (typically Lagrangian) inside Ŝol(∂X) (which is typically symplectic, or at

least presymplectic).

In the BV formalism these spaces are derived in nature, because Sol is encoded in a cochain complex

(or, more accurately, an L∞ algebra encoding a formal moduli space), and hence we should consider

the derived fiber product.

In our discussion in the section above, we had

Ŝol(∂X) = Ω(0,∗)(Σ)⊗̂Ω̂∗
t ⊗ g[1]⊕ Ω(1,∗)(Σ)⊗̂Ω̂∗

t ⊗ g,

with the differential ∂ + dt + {I,−} and where

Ω̂∗
t = C[[t]]

dt−→ C[[t]]dt

is the formal power series version of de Rham complex in the normal coordinate t. The subspace

L consisted of the α-fields that are even under sending t to −t. The strict fiber product — where

one takes the fiber product of vector spaces in each cohomological degree — is precisely the chiral

boundary condition already defined. It is, in fact, a model of the derived fiber product because the

restriction map res is a levelwise surjection.

Recall that in a homological setting, we view quasi-isomorphic cochain complexes as encoding

equivalent information. More generally, in a homotopical setting, one is free to work up to weak

equivalence. In our case we have a diagram

L → Ŝol(∂X)← Sol(X)

of L∞ algebras, and — in place of the strict fiber product — we are free to use any L∞ algebra

quasi-isomorphic to it.

In particular, we can make a model of the derived fiber product by adjoining new fields that

live just on the boundary but couple to the bulk fields. The coupling will ensure that, at the level

of cohomology, we are imposing the requirement that the α-fields “vanish” on the boundary. In

practice, we use homotopical algebra as follows. The formal moduli spaces Sol(X), L, and Ŝol(∂X)

are modeled by L∞ algebras, by the fundamental theorem of derived deformation theory. Hence
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the derived fiber product is modeled by the derived fiber product of L∞ algebras. Concretely, we

take the cocone of the map

L ⊕ Sol(X)
res−i−−−→ Ŝol(∂X),

which is models the homotopy pullback of cochain complexes, and equip it with the appropriate

L∞ algebra structure. Explicit formulas can be found (see [FM07] for details) but we do not need

them here.

Note that if the boundary condition i : L → Ŝol(∂X) is a map of sheaves of formal moduli

problems over the manifold (i.e., is a local condition), then taking the derived fiber product produces

a stratified sheaf of formal moduli spaces over the manifold. On the open stratum X away from

the boundary (the “bulk”), one simply finds Sol(X), but on a tubular neighborhood U of an open

∂U in the boundary, one finds Ŝol(∂U). Hence local boundary conditions naturally lead to sheaves,

just as solutions to the equations of motion do on manifolds without boundary.

6.2. Why there are still no divergences and no anomalies. We show here that even af-

ter imposing the chiral boundary condition, there is an explicit one-loop exact BV quantization

of Chern-Simons theory on the closed half-space H = C × R≥0. Our construction uses the stan-

dard Euclidean metric; we expect but do not show that our construction carries over to arbitrary

manifolds of the form Σ× R≥0 with product metrics (or even general metrics).

The approach follows closely our construction above on C×R, so we begin by writing down explicit

parametrices and then show the relevant integrals have no ultraviolet divergences or (often) vanish

on the nose. Many of the key steps are essentially identical to what we have already done, so we

only discuss in any detail the aspects that change.

6.2.1. The heat kernels and propagators on the half-space H. Recall the analytic piece of

the heat kernel on C× R:

kanT (z −w, t− s) = 1

(4πT )3/2
e−|z−w|2/4T e−|t−s|2/4T ;

the full kernel on the fields is:

Kan
T = kanT (dz − dw) ∧ (dz − dw) ∧ (dt− ds).

The Dirichlet version, which acts on the α-fields with chiral boundary condition, is

Kχ
T (z − w, t− s) = kanT (z − w, t− s)(dz − dw) ∧ (dz − dw) ∧ (dt− ds)

− kanT (z − w, t+ s)(dz − dw) ∧ (dz − dw) ∧ (dt+ ds).

We note that the dependence on z and w in these heat kernels is identical to that in Kan
T ; we can

factor out the Gaussian function and differential forms for those coordinates. What differs is the

dependence on the “time” parameters t and s. Concretely, for the Dirichlet heat kernel, we get a

sum of two terms

Ce−|t−s|2/4T (dt− ds) + C ′e−|t+s|2/4T (dt+ ds).
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For small scale parameter T , the first term is concentrated near the diagonal {t = s}; we have

seen that such terms do not contribute divergences. For small scale parameter T , the second term

is concentrated near {t = −s}, but as we have t, s ≥ 0, this means it is concentrated near the

“boundary” {t = 0 = s}. (We have a Gaussian restricted to R≥0.) Already we see that ultraviolet

divergences could only arise from integrals over ∂H = C × {0}. Similarly, an anomaly could only

arise a local functional depending on the boundary values, i.e., an integral over the boundary.

The mollified propagator is

(6.1) P̃L
ǫ (z, t;w, s) =

∫ L

T=ǫ
dT Q∗Kχ

T (z, t;w, s).

Explicitly, ignoring the integral over T , the integrand is

(6.2) ẼT (z, t;w, s) = ET (z, t;w, s) − E∗
T (z, t;w, s).

where ET is from (3.5) and

(6.3) E∗
T (z, t;w, s) =

e−(|z−w|2+|t+s|2)/4T (dz − dw)

(4π)3/2T 5/2
((z − w) dt+ (t+ s) dz)

Note that E∗
T has eigenvalue −1 with respect to the map sending t+ s to −(t+ s), i.e., it is odd.

6.2.2. There are no divergences or anomalies. We use wχ
γ (P̃L

ǫ , I) to denote the weight of a

graph γ when the chiral boundary condition is imposed. It means we use Kχ
T and integrate over

the space H
|V (γ)|

, where V (γ) is the set of vertices, where we used KT and the space (C× R)|V (γ)|

earlier.

Lemma 6.2. If a wheel γ has one vertex, then the analytic weight wχan
γ (P̃L

ǫ , I) vanishes for all

0 < ǫ < L <∞. In particular, the ǫ→ 0 limit is zero.

This lemma holds for the same reason as Lemma 4.2: the propagator PL
ǫ is evaluated along the

diagonal, where it vanishes, and so the graph integral vanishes (even at finite ǫ and L).

Lemma 6.3. If a wheel has two vertices, then the analytic weight wχan
γ (P̃L

ǫ , I) has a well-defined

ǫ→ 0 limit as a distribution:
(
lim
ǫ→0

wχan
γ (P̃L

ǫ , I)
)
(α) = can

∫

C

(α|t=0) ∧ ∂ (α|t=0)

where can is a constant of purely analytical nature.

Proof. We let (z, t) label the coordinate on the “first” vertex and (w, s) label the coordinate on

the second. We view the graph as directed, with one edge going from the first to second vertex and

the other edge going the other way. Adding a direction breaks the symmetry of the propagator. As a

directed edge, we view one end as receiving an α-field and the other as receiving a β-field. Consider

the edge going from the first to the second vertex, with the α-field end on the first vertex. On it

we only keep the copy of the holomorphic 1-form dz and drop the term dw from the propagator:
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an input α(z, t) ∈ Ω0,∗(Cz)⊗̂Ω∗(R≥0) wedges with dz to produce something that can be integrated

over the factor Cz. For instance, modifying (6.3), we use

E∗
T =

e−(|z−w|2+|t+s|2)/4T

(4π)3/2T 5/2
dz ((z − w) dt+ (t+ s) dz)

If one takes the product of these two propagators ẼT (z, t;w, s)ẼT (w, s; z, t), we obtain

C(z − w)e
− |z−w|2

4

(

1
T0

+ 1
T1

)

T
5/2
0 T

5/2
1

dz dw d(z − w) · e−
(t−s)2

4T0
−

(t+s)2

4T1 2(t ds− s dt)

with C some constant. (The peculiar factor t ds − s dt appears because only the mixed products

ETE
∗
T contribute and they provide some cancellations.) This term is also equal to

−C
(

1

4T0
+

1

4T1

)−1 ∂

∂z


e

− |z−w|2

4

(

1
T0

+ 1
T1

)

T
5/2
0 T

5/2
1

dz dw d(z −w) · e−
(t−s)2

4T0
−

(t+s)2

4T1 2(t ds − s dt)


 ,

which is convenient for applying integration by parts, as we do below.

The graph integral itself is defined by integrating the product of propagators against an input,

namely a product α(z, t)α(w, s), where α ∈ Ω0,∗
c (Cz)⊗̂Ω∗

c(R≥0). If one uses the final version from

above and applies integration by parts, the graph integral is

C

∫

(T0,T1)∈[ǫ,L]2
dT0dT1

∫

H
2

∂

∂z
(α(z, t))α(w, s)

(
1

4T0
+

1

4T1

)−1

×


e

− |z−w|2

4

(

1
T0

+ 1
T1

)

T
5/2
0 T

5/2
1

dz dw d(z − w) e−
(t−s)2

4T0
− (t+s)2

4T1 2(t ds− s dt)


 .

This version is messy but the ǫ→ 0 limit is simple, as we now show.

We wish to characterize the distribution encoded by this graph integral, so it suffices to consider

inputs α that factor as a(z)f(t), as such products are dense among all α-fields. For such products,

the integral over H
2
also factors:
∫

(z,w)∈C2

∂

∂z
(a(z))a(w)e

− |z−w|2

4

(

1
T0

+ 1
T1

)

dz dw d(z − w)

×
∫

(t,s)∈R2
≥0

f(t)f(s)e
−

(t−s)2

4T0
−

(t+s)2

4T1 2(t ds− s dt).

We denote the first term — given by the integral over C2 — by IC(ǫ, L), and we denote the second

term — given by the integral over R2
≥0 — by IR≥0

(ǫ, L).

The factor IC(ǫ, L) can be tackled by Wick’s lemma, in the style of several proofs above. The

zeroth moment is precisely the desired integral
∫
C
a∂a, up to a constant times (1/T0 + 1/T1)

−1.

Higher moments will contribute further powers of (1/T0 + 1/T1)
−1, which only improve the ǫ→ 0

limit for the integral over the scale parameters T0 and T1.

The second factor IR≥0
(ǫ, L) requires arguments different from what we’ve done so far, and we

will merely obtain convenient bounds. First, note that f is a compactly-supported differential
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form on R≥0 that is the restriction of a form on the whole line R that is a (−1)-eigenvector under

reflection (i.e., an “odd” form). Hence the 0-form component f0(t) of f is an odd function — so

f0(t) vanishes to first order at the origin — while in the 1-form component f1(t)dt, the function

f1(t) is even. We see then that

IR≥0
(ǫ, L) =

∫

(t,s)∈R2
≥0

f(t)f(s)e
−

(t−s)2

4T0
−

(t+s)2

4T1 (t ds− s dt)

=

∫

(t,s)∈R2
≥0

(tf1(t)f0(s)− sf0(t)f1(s)) e−
(t−s)2

4T0
−

(t+s)2

4T1 dt ds

=

∫

(t,s)∈R2
≥0

tsφ(t, s)e
−

(t−s)2

4T0
−

(t+s)2

4T1 dt ds

where φ is a compactly-supported function on R2
≥0 such that

tsφ(t, s) = tf1(t)f0(s)− sf0(t)f1(s).

Such a φ exists due to the boundary behavior of the fj. In consequence we find a simple bound

|IR≥0
(ǫ, L)| ≤ max

(t,s)∈R2
≥0

|φ(s, t)|
∫

(t,s)∈R2
≥0

tse
−

(t−s)2

4T0
−

(t+s)2

4T1 dt ds,

as the absolute value of the integral is bounded by the integral of the absolute value of the integrand.

The right hand side is easy to bound, thankfully. Let us change coordinates to u = t + s and

v = t− s. Then
∫

(t,s)∈R2
≥0

tse
−

(t−s)2

4T0
−

(t+s)2

4T1 dt ds =
1

8

∫ ∞

v=0

∫ v

u=−v
(v2 − u2)e−

v2

4T0
− u2

4T1 dudv.

Apply the triangle inequality:
∣∣∣∣
1

8

∫ ∞

v=0

∫ v

u=−v
(v2 − u2)e−

v2

4T0
− u2

4T1 dudv

∣∣∣∣ ≤
1

8

∫ ∞

v=0

∫ v

u=−v
(v2 + u2)e

− v2

4T0
− u2

4T1 dudv

≤ 1

8

∫ ∞

v=0

∫ ∞

u=−∞
(v2 + u2)e

− v2

4T0
− u2

4T1 dudv,

since extending the domain of integration merely increases the value. But now we can apply Wick’s

lemma directly:
∣∣∣∣
1

8

∫ ∞

v=0

∫ v

u=−v
(v2 − u2)e−

v2

4T0
− u2

4T1 dudv

∣∣∣∣ ≤
√
π

8

∫ ∞

v=0
(T

1/2
0 v2 + T

3/2
0 /2)e

− v2

4T0 dv

=
π

8

(
T
1/2
0 T

3/2
1

4
+
T
3/2
0 T

1/2
1

2

)

≤ π

16
T
1/2
0 T

1/2
1 (T0 + T1) .

We do not care about the constant but the exponents of the scale parameters T0 and T1 are crucial.
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Putting our observations together, we see that for an input α of the form a(z)f(t), we have a

bound on the graph integral

|wχan
γ (P̃L

ǫ , I)(α)| ≤ C(f)

∫

C

a∂a

∫

(T0,T1)∈[ǫ,L]2
dT0dT1

(
1

T0
+

1

T1

)−2 (T0 + T1)

T 2
0 T

2
1

+ terms involving higher moments in a,

where C(f) is a constant depending only on f (essentially the maximum of |φ|) and where the

corrections depend on the higher moments of the integral over a. These corrections have stronger

convergence as ǫ→ 0, just as in the argument appearing at end of the proof of Proposition 4.3.

Observe that (
1

T0
+

1

T1

)−2

=
T 2
0 T

2
1

(T0 + T1)2

so we need to compute the easy integral
∫

(T0,T1)∈[ǫ,L]2

dT0 dT1
T0 + T1

.

We obtain

L log(2L)− ǫ log(L+ ǫ)− L log(ǫ+ L) + ǫ log(2ǫ)

which has a finite and nonzero limit as ǫ→ 0. q.e.d.

Proposition 6.4. If a wheel γ has more than two vertices, then the analytic weight wχan
γ (P̃L

ǫ , I)

has a well-defined ǫ→ 0 limit as a distribution.

Proof. Let the number of vertices |V (γ)| be n+ 1. To prove this proposition, we will show that

for any compactly-supported input φ satisfying the chiral boundary condition (which is given by

choosing n+1 fields of α type), the absolute value of the weight |wχan
γ (P̃L

ǫ , I)(φ)| is bounded above

by an integral whose dependence on ǫ converges as it goes to zero. The structure of the problem

is quite similar to that in Proposition 4.3 and so we discuss only what is different from the proof

there.

Note that each propagator contributes two terms, one that is the propagator on C×R restricted

to H and one that involves the sum s + t of the “time” parameters rather than the difference.

Schematically, we have P̃ = P + P ∗, where P denotes the “original” propagator of (3.4) and P ∗

denotes the term associated to the integral over E∗
T . Expanding out the product of the propagators,

we find a term P (p0− p1) · · ·P (pn− p0) that is purely a product of the first type. We have already

show that integration against this term has a well-defined ǫ→ 0 limit.

Hence we only need to consider the mixed products, where at least one factor is of the form

P ∗(pk; pk+1) where pk = (zk, tk) ∈ C × R≥0. In a mixed product of propagators, if the kth edge

contributes the original propagator P as a factor, the integral is concentrated near tk = tk+1 for

small values of T . If the kth edge contributes the new propagator P ∗ as a factor, the integral is

concentrated near tk + tk+1 = 0 for small values of T , which means region where both tk and tk+1
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are close to 0. Hence in a mixed product of propagators, the whole integral is concentrated in the

region where tj ≈ 0 for all time parameters tj .

As the integrands over the complex coordinates zk remain unchanged, we focus on the integrals

over the time parameters tk. Here there’s a nice interplay between the boundary condition and the

boundary behavior of E∗
T . The inputs are α-fields and hence they satisfy the boundary condition.

As we’ll now show, this condition assures us that the integral over H
n+1

, where n+1 is the number

of vertices of γ, leaves an integral over the time parameters T0, . . . , Tn ∈ [ǫ, L] that is convergent as

ǫ→ 0. Explicitly, we will see that we can apply the AM-GM inequality argument to the integrand

over the parameters Tk that we used at the end of the proof of Proposition 4.3.

Suppose the kth input αk is a 1-form with respect to tk, and so it factors as αk = f(tk)dtk and f

is an even function respect to tk. On the other hand, when wedging this input with the propagators,

only the factors without a dtk term contribute. Any term from an integrand ẼT without a dtk

factor is weighted by a copy of tk (more accurately tk− tk+1 or tk + tk+1), so that the overall graph

integral vanishes to order one (at least) as tk → 0. Applying Wick’s lemma for Gaussians on a

half-line, we need to compute first and higher order moments. These contribute at least one power

of Tk. The ẼT already contains a factor T
−5/2
k , so we get an overall factor of T

−3/2
k , which is enough

for the argument by the AM-GM inequality.

Suppose instead that the kth input αk is a 0-form with respect to tk, and so it is an odd function

respect to tk and hence vanishes to order one (at least) as tk → 0. When wedging this input with

the propagators, only the factors with a dtk term contribute. Hence the overall graph integral

vanishes to order one (at least) as tk → 0. Applying Wick’s lemma for Gaussians on a half-line,

we need to compute first and higher order moments. These contribute at least one power of Tk.

Again, this suffices to apply the argument by the AM-GM inequality. q.e.d.

This argument extends, with tiny modifications, to the computation of the anomaly. Let

w̃χ
γ,e(P̃L

ǫ ,Kǫ, I) denote the weight of a graph γ with a distinguished internal edge e when we have

imposed the chiral boundary condition (cf. Definition 5.3).

Lemma 6.5. For every wheel, the analytic weight w̃χan
γ,e as an anomaly vanishes as a local

functional. Explicitly,

lim
L→0

lim
ǫ→0

w̃χan
γ,e (P̃L

ǫ ,K
χ
ǫ , I) = 0.

Proof. As in the preceding proof, the novel aspect — relative to the proof of Lemma — is that

our propagators and heat kernel each consist of two terms. One term is the restriction of the

propagator or kernel we used on C × R to H, while the other term depends on the sum s + t of

time parameters rather than their difference s − t. As in the preceding proof, we find that this

second term means that as its scaling parameter Tk gets small, the integral is concentrated near

the boundary, with all time parameters tj ≈ 0. The chiral boundary condition assures us that the

overall integrand vanishes at least to order one as these time parameters approach zero. Wick’s

lemma for the Gaussian on a half-line assures us that the integral over H
n+1

leaves an integral over
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the scale parameters T0, . . . , Tn ∈ [ǫ, L] that can be bounded by an AM-GM inequality argument.

This bound ensures that an ǫ → 0 limit exists, and that the L → 0 limit is actually zero, just as

we saw in the proof of Lemma 6.2.2. q.e.d.

6.3. The expected result at the level of factorization algebras. Above we explained why

and how the Feynman diagrams are well-behaved on the manifold C × R by using explicit heat

kernels. Similar arguments should apply to a manifold of the form Σ × R, where Σ is a Riemann

surface. This style of construction is global in nature, so it is natural to ask about the local story,

particularly the operator products of this quantum field theory.

In the claim below we will give a precise description of these operator products using the language

of factorization algebras. This language encodes systematically the operators of a field theory,

whether classical or quantum, and organizes them by their support on the spacetime manifold. For

example, in Chapter 5, §4 of [CG17], a factorization algebra Fκ on Riemann surfaces is constructed

for each Lie algebra g with invariant symmetric pairing κ. The key theorem is that Fκ recovers

the affine Kac-Moody vertex algebra Vκ for g with the pairing κ when one examines the structure

maps of Fκ for inclusions of disks into larger disks. As another example, Chapter 4, §5 of [CG17]

constructs and examines the factorization algebra on oriented 3-dimensional manifolds arising from

abelian Chern-Simons theory. In [CFG] there is an exploration of the factorization algebra ObsqCS

of nonabelian Chern-Simons theory; but its existence is guaranteed by the main theorem of [CG].

Our work in this paper suggests how to relate the factorization algebra Fκ, which lives on Riemann

surfaces, to ObsqCS, which lives on oriented, smooth 3-manifolds.

Our focus is on the following geometric situation. Let Σ denote a Riemann surface. Consider

the closed half-space X = Σ× R≥0, let X denote the open half-space Σ× R>0, and let π : X → C

denote the projection map. We will sketch how to construct a factorization algebra Obsqα for abelian

Chern-Simons theory on X with the boundary condition that the α-fields vanish on the boundary

∂X = Σ× {0}.

Claim 6.6. The BV quantization of Chern-Simons theory on X with chiral boundary condition

on its boundary Σ yields a factorization algebra Obsqα on X that is stratified in the sense that

• on the interior X, there is a natural quasi-isomorphism

ObsqCS ≃ Obsqα|X ,

and

• for any connected, open neighborhood U of the boundary ∂X = Σ × {0}, there is a natural

quasi-isomorphism

Fκ ≃ (πU )∗Obsqα

of factorization algebra on Σ, where the level κ is determined by the quantization.

Remark 8. We use the term “claim” here because we merely sketch how arguments from [Cos11,

CG] should extend to this situation. A proof would require tools and arguments that work, in fact,
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at a higher and more convenient level of generality — leading to analogs of the main results of

[CG] — and we anticipate such a treatment appearing in the near future [AR]. Our computations

in this paper are compatible with those constructions and will imply the claim as a consequence of

that general theory. On the other hand, for abelian Chern-Simons theory, we give, with Rabinovich,

a complete treatment that avoids any Feynman diagrams in a companion paper [GRW].

This factorization algebra would thus exhibit the desired phenomenon, as it is precisely the

Chern-Simons system in the “bulk” X but becomes the chiral currents on the boundary.

Let us sketch now how the arguments from [Cos11, CG] extend to our situation. The key

observation in [Cos11] — for the construction of factorization algebras — is that the analysis

underlying perturbative BV quantization is quite flexible: one is free to work with any parametrices

of the generalized Laplacian [Q,Q∗] arising from a choice of gauge-fixing Q∗, and there is an

explicit isomorphism between constructions using one parametrix (e.g., arising from a heat kernel

construction) and another. In particular, one produces the interaction term I[Φ] for each parametrix

Φ, generalizing the interactions I[L] we described on C × R. (Indeed, L can be seen as labeling

the parametrix
∫ L
0 Kt dt.) Similarly, just as for an interaction term I, every observable O has a

representative O[Φ] for each parametrix. A central result of [CG] is that the cochain complex of

observables for parametrix Φ is isomorphic to the cochain complex of observables for any other

parametrix.

One can always pick a parametrix whose support is arbitrarily close to the diagonal. In this

way one can give a precise notion of the “support” of an observable O, as an open set U such that

O[Φ] ⊂ U for Φ with support sufficiently close to the diagonal. Observables with disjoint support

can be multiplied in the naive way, i.e., by multiplying O[Φ] with O′[Φ] so long as Φ is small enough.

This multiplication provides the factorization structure.

The arguments justifying these observations carry over to nice boundary conditions for elliptic

complexes, such as the one we study here. Pinning down “nice” at convenient level of generality,

so that the arguments do carry over, is the challenge here; to get a factorization algebra, one

certainly wants the boundary condition to be local along the boundary (as opposed to, e.g., a

spectral boundary condition). As we have shown how to quantize using the parametrices that arise

from the heat kernel appropriate to this boundary condition, our results imply the existence of

interaction terms and observables for other parametrices. It is, for instance, easy to see that if

one uses the “fake heat kernels” of [Cos11], which simply multiply the heat kernel we use here by

a smooth bump function with support along the diagonal, our computations here assure that no

divergences arise. In particular, one can use parametrices with support in a small neighborhood of

the diagonal, and hence one obtains a factorization algebra.
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